OFFICE OF THE DEAN

OFFICE OF PUBLICATIONS AND INFORMATION

UN Public Information Officer III, P12, #81436
Asst Spec. III, #81336
UN Editor III, P09, #81391
Information Spec III, SR-20, #80788
Public. Editor III, SR-20, #81617
Clerk-Steno III, SR-11, #18008
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #18004
Clerk III, SR-08, #05162
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OFFICE OF THE DEAN

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

UH Educational Spec IV, P03, #80797
UH Computer Spec IV, P09, #80939
UH Computer Spec II, P05, #81954
UH Educational Spec I, P03, #80210
Secretary I, SR-12, #19416
Statistical Clerk, SP-15, #2233
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STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
COLLEGE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE & HUMAN RESOURCES
OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATE DEAN, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
CHART VIII

OFFICE OF THE DEAN*

OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATE DEAN,
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Associate Dean, W08-A, #89047
Secretary III, SR-16, #00505
Assistant Dean, M05-A, #89023
UN Student Svc Sp III, P09, #81694
Secretary II, SR-14, #14339
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PEARL CITY FACILITY
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OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATE DEAN, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

PEARL CITY FACILITY
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STATE OF HAWAII
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DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY
Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

Secretary II, SR-14, #07477
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #16026

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (4.75)
Researcher, R5, #02139, #02327, #02865, #02866, #03767
Assoc Researcher, R4, #03744, #04138, #05510
Asst Researcher, R3, #04316
Specialist, S5, #03320
Asst Specialist, S3, #02550
Graduate Assistant, GA-R, #08576 (.50)
Graduate Assistant, GA-R, #08643 (.50)
UN Research Assoc IV, P07, #00386 (.85), #00388

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (1.00)
Researcher, R5, #02139
Specialist, S5, #03320
UN Bee Assoc IV, P07, #00388, #01326 (1.15)

INSTRUCTION
Instructional Positions: (2.10)
Researcher, R5, #02139, #02327, #02865, #02866, #03767
Assoc Researcher, R3, #05510, #04138, #03744
Asst Researcher, R3, #04316
Graduate Assistant, GA, #08181 (.50)
Graduate Assistant, GA, #08486 (.50)
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STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
COLLEGE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE & HUMAN RESOURCES

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART: L
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

Secretary II, SR-14, #22849
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #04108
Clerk-Data II, SR-09, #32008

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (1.00)
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83843
Assoc Professor, I4R, #84082

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (2.70)
Assoc Professor, I4R, #84082
Assoc Specialist, I4, #85401, #85421
Asst Specialist, S3, #84914

INSTRUCTION
Instruction Positions: (13.80)
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83843
Professor, I4R, #85151
Assoc Professor, I4R, #84082
Assoc Professor, I4, #82869, #83242
Asst Professor, I3, #83159, #82529,
#82713, #83220, #82392, #83525,
#83666, #83345, #82336
Instructor, I2, #82699
Asst Specialist, S3, #84914
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
AND HUMAN RESOURCES

4H-YOUTH
Extension Positions (2.00)
Full-time: #64499, #64147
Secretary II, SR-14, #04115
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WEST HAWAII
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #13530

MEALANI
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #13537, #13534
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #14590
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #14591, #13709, #13710,
#13531, #12100, #44387, #44388

LALALILO
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #13535
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #00426

HAMAKUA
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #13711
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-11, #13536

KONA
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #00409
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #22912
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #00439, #22588

EAST HAWAII
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #12099

WAIAKA
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #12101, #12094
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #12767, #14167, #12766,
#14166
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #17602, #13532, #12096,
#12098, #12497, #14168
Building Maintenance Worker I, WB-09, #12095

VOLCANO
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #13206
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #12097

MALAMA-KI
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #13205
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #12765
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STATE OF HAWAII
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UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
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OAHU EXPERIMENT STATION
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART:  V
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
AND HUMAN RESOURCES

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
AND HUMAN RESOURCES
COORDINATOR EXTENSION AND COUNTY PROGRAMS

OAHU COUNTY
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR

Poamoho Experiment Station
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #00429
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #04478
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #00413, #00445, #242se
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #00444, #00422, #04477
Bulldozer Operator II, WB-10, #00463

Waimanalo Experiment Station
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #07479

Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #07482
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #11021, #11021, #11021
#11021, #00437
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #09076, #09076
Bulldozer Operator II, WB-10, #00414
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STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
COLLEGE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN RESOURCES
AGRICULTURAL DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE CENTER
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART: X
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
KITAHU

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
AND HUMAN RESOURCES
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION AND COUNTY PROGRAMS

ADSC
Coordinator/UN Research Assoc VI, P11, #81408
UN Research Associate IV, P07, #80388, #80148
UN Research Associate III, P05, #81931
Clark-Stanographer II, SR-09, #35865
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